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REPORTING DETECTIVES: D. McCuistion, P. Solomon,  J. Pearson, N. Hoffman, Sgt. R. Stauffer
TYPE OF ACCIDENT: Auto vs Pedestrian
LOCATION OF ACCIDENT: E. Desert Inn Road at La Canada Street
DATE OF ACCIDENT: 5/8/2020 TIME: 4:26 AM EVENT #: 200500036518

Number: 1 Driver: Pending Identification Injury: Unknown
Address: Unknown Age: Male 20's
Vehicle Information: 2004 Saturn Vue

Number: 2 Pedestrian: Pending Notification Injury: Fatal
Address: Las Vegas, NV Age: 36

COLLISION DETAILS:

On May 8, 2020, at approximately 4:26 am, an auto versus pedestrian traffic collision occurred at the intersection 
of E. Desert Inn Rd. and La Canada St.  Evidence at the scene indicated that a Silver 2004 Saturn Vue was traveling 
westbound on Desert Inn approaching the intersection with La Canada.  Three Pedestrians were standing on the 
south side of Desert Inn, waiting at a bus stop.  The Saturn veered left, crossed the center median and all 
eastbound lanes then struck the south curbing and onto the sidewalk where the three pedestrians were 
standing.  The front left of the Saturn struck a brick wall and began to  rotate counter-clockwise.  It then struck a 
light pole knocking it to the ground.  The Saturn then struck the three pedestrians.  Two of the pedestrians 
suffered minor injuries, and one pedestrian was critically injured.  The driver of the Saturn exited his vehicle and 
approached the pedestrians.  He saw the injuries to the pedestrians, then fled the scene on foot without 
providing any information as to his identity.  Medic west ambulance arrived on scene and transported the 
critically injured pedestrian to Sunrise hospital, where he was pronounced deceased.  The pedestrian’s death i s 
the 36t traffic-related fatality in the LVMPD’s jurisdiction for 2020.  This collision remains under investigation by 
the LVMPD Collision Investigation Section.  

**  Detectives are seeking the public’s assistance in identifying and locating the driver involved in this 
collision.  Anyone with information is urged to call the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Collision 
Investigation Section @ (702) 828-3595 or, to remain anonymous, call Crime Stoppers at (702) 385-5555, visit 
www.CrimeStoppersOfNV.com or TEXT: “CRIMENV” + tip info to 274637 (CRIMES). Message & Data rates may 
apply. Tips directly leading to an arrest or an indictment processed through Crime Stoppers may result in a cash 
reward.


